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The propagation constants (loss and phase) are determined for the nor-

mal modes in dielectric-lined overmoded {guide radius ^> wavelength)

circular guide by numerical solutions of the appropriate characteristic

equations. It is shown that the heat loss of the TM pn modes is quite low

and decreases with increasing frequency in contrast to the increase in heat

loss predicted by the perturbation theory for thin linings. The primary

effect of the loiv-loss TM pn modes on a transmission system using the

TEoi mode is a reduction in the route bend losses.

I. INTRODUCTION

Communications systems are currently under development by the

Bell System and abroad which utilize as the transmission medium
dielectric-lined circular waveguide (DLG) excited in the low-loss

circular electric (TEoi) mode. The presence of a thin dielectric liner,

bonded to the wall of the waveguide, eliminates the undesirable de-

generacy which exists between the phase constants of the TEoi and

TMn modes in unlined metallic guide. It also significantly modifies the

propagation constant (phase and attenuation) and field distribution

of many other modes compared to their counterparts in unlined

waveguide.
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In order to determine the TEoi transmission characteristics of lined

waveguide, it is necessary to determine the characteristics of the nor-

mal modes of the structure. The general problem of determination of

the modes in a hollow, perfectly conducting metallic cylinder with

a lossless dielectric lining has been of much interest since the initial

investigations of Bucholz 1 and Wachowski and Beam.2

Unger 3 -
4 discusses the basic propagation characteristics of a thinly

lined DLG suitable for use as a wide-band carrier in the millimeter-wave

region. He determines the phase velocities of the normal modes exactly,

but uses a first-order perturbation theory, with lining thickness as the

perturbation parameter, to obtain the heat loss of the normal modes of

DLG. It can be shown that the actual heat loss characteristics of the

normal modes of DLG differ significantly from those predicted by the

simple perturbation theory for a thin lining, in that modes not of the

circular electric class may have very low heat loss at high frequencies.

This was discussed briefly in an earlier paper 5 which treated the loss

characteristics of circular symmetric modes (TE „ or TM „) in DLG.
The present paper is a continuation of that work with a more complete

discussion of the characteristics of the normal modes in overmoded

DLG. Representative values for the purely real normal-mode propaga-

tion constants based on a numerical solution of the eigenvalue equation

resulting from the classical boundary value problem formulation for

a lossless DLG are given. The losses were determined using two differ-

ent methods. The methods ("induced current" and "wall impedance")

will be explained in a later section of this paper and we will see that the

results are consistent. The normal-mode loss behavior in DLG was

found to have a simple physical explanation in terms of the plane wave

reflection coefficient of an equivalent infinite impedance plane. When-

ever possible, the algebraic details are omitted or deferred to a suit-

able appendix. Some plots of the electric field lines of the normal modes

and the energy density distribution over the guide cross section are also

given.

II. BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM FORMULATION

An idealization of the waveguide structure under investigation is

shown in Fig. 1. It is a perfectly conducting cylinder of radius b to

which a lossless dielectric of relative permittivity e r and thickness t is

bonded. The interior region (r < a) is to be filled with an inert gas and

its electrical properties are those of free-space over the frequency range

of interest.
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LOSSLESS DIELECTRIC

Fig. 1—The idealized lossless model for dielectric-lined guide.

The fields of a normal mode (TE pn or TM„») in the structure may be

expanded in the usual manner in terms of two scalar functions over the

two regions of the guide cross section. In the empty region of the guide
(r < a), they are of the form

r < a (1)

T n = NnJp (Xn r) sinp0

T'n = N n J p (x n r) cosp0

where N„ is a suitably chosen normalization constant. On applying the

usual boundary conditions at the free-space dielectric (continuity of

the tangential electric and magnetic fields) and metallic wall (zero

tangential electric field) boundaries, we obtain a characteristic equa-
tion which must be solved for the eigenvalue k n . Symbolically, we have

E(k n , /, b, e r , p, t) = (2)

where k n (the only unknown) is defined as

k n = x n a, (3)

p is the circumferential order of the mode, and / is the frequency of

interest. The fields vary along the z axis as e~jhnZ for an assumed e
jut

time dependence. The propagation constant h n is related to k n by

hi = k 2 - XI (4)

where A; is the free-space propagation constant.
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The development of the characteristic equation is discussed by

Unger3 '
4 and is outlined in Appendix A for reasons of continuity. The

notation used in this paper is consistent with that of Unger. 4 It should

be noted that the normal mode fields corresponding to the solution of

(2) are not strictly transverse electric (TE) or magnetic (TM) as in

hollow metallic waveguide. (The circularly symmetric modes are pure

TE or TM.) However, we carry the usual TE or TM nomenclature

over with the understanding that this is what the field structure tends

to in the limit of zero lining thickness.

For a lossless structure, the eigenvalue fc„ as given by the solution of

eq. (2) is either pure real or pure imaginary as is the characteristic eq.

(2). Because of this, it is always possible to obtain a solution of (2) by

the well-known "bisection" method on a digital computer.

On solving (2) for k n , we can then determine the propagation con-

stant hn for the TEpn or TM P „ mode of interest. The differential propa-

gation constant (A/3) between the TE pn (TMp „) mode and the TE i

mode is an important parameter in the estimation of TEoi loss charac-

teristics. We define A/3 as

A/8 = hn - fcoi(rad/m). (5)

Although the model used is an idealization of the actual lossy struc-

ture, A/3 as given by (5) is still an accurate representation of the differ-

ence in propagation constants. We can estimate the attenuation con-

stant a n (Np/m) for a TE P„(TMP „) mode by using a simple physical

approximation.

The fields in the lossless structure are approximately the same as in

the actual lossy guide. Hence they may be used as a very accurate first-

order approximation to obtain the conduction currents in the lossy

metallic walls and the displacement currents in the dielectric lining.

The total heat loss (wall losses and dielectric losses) readily follows.

We shall refer to this as the "induced current" method in the following

discussion. The details are given in Appendix A. We now define the

differential attenuation constant (Aa), which is also needed to deter-

mine the TEoi transmission characteristics in DLG, as

Aa = a„ — aoi. (°)

In the preceding section we have indicated one well-known method of

determining the attenuation and propagation constants of the normal

modes in DLG. There is another approach, first introduced by Unger, 4

which aids greatly in understanding in an intuitive fashion the normal

mode characteristics of DLG. This is in essence a quasi-optics ap-
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Fig. 2—The wall-impedance model for dielectric-lined guide.

proach, as we replace that portion of the DLG in the region r > a of

Fig. 1 by an impedance wall at r = a as indicated in Fig. 2. The values

of the impedances Zz and Z , which approximate the actual boundary
conditions relating the tangential fields at the free-space dielectric

boundary,

7
E *

Z t = r = a,

Z A =
*4

H.

(7)

r = a,

are given by a simple plane wave analysis as outlined at the end of

Section III. We can then obtain a characteristic equation for the equiv-

alent wall-impedance structure of Fig. 2. Again we defer the details to

Appendix B. The resultant equation has the form

E(k n , f, Z„ Z+, a) = 0. OS)

Here Zz and Z^ are complex quantities for a lossy metal wall with a

lossy liner, as is the resulting eigenvalue k n . We use the well-known

Newton-Raphson method to solve (8) for k„ numerically on a digital

computer. In this case, the propagation constant 7„ is complex (the

fields vary along the guide axis as e~i,n ' for eiut time dependence) and

given by
72 = k 2 - XI (9)
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where
fe„ = x„a,

and k is the free-space propagation constant. We define the differen-

tial attenuation constant (Aa) and propagation constant (A/3) as in

(6) and (7), where it is understood that

T„ = h„ + ia n .

III. RESULTS

In this section we give results characteristic of those expected of the

DLG for use in typical waveguide transmission systems. The results

are for a polyethylene liner bonded to copper waveguide walls. The

general behavior exhibited, however, is representative of that to be

expected of any low-loss dielectric liner on a good conductor.

Figure 3 is a typical plot of the eigenvalue (k„) for the first four circu-

lar symmetric modes for the lossless guide of Fig. 1 based on numerical

solution of the exact characteristic equation. The eigenvalues exhibit

a cyclic or periodic behavior as the lining thickness increases. The

eigenvalue for a TE „(TAI „) mode in DLG is equal to that of a

1000 1500

DIELECTRIC THICKNESS IN MICRONS

Fig. 3—Eigenvalues vs lining thickness for the TE„ n and TM„„ modes, lossless

guide; wall-impedance model and the exact solution.
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OWALL IMPEDANCE CALCULATION
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DIELECTRIC THICKNESS IN MICRONS

Fig. 4—Eigenvalues vs lining thickness for the TEm and TMU modes, lossless

guide; wall-impedance model and the exact solution.

TE„,„_i(TM 0| „_i) in unlined guide when the lining is "equivalent" to

a half wavelength in thickness. The "equivalent wavelength" in the

dielectric is given by X/Ve r — 1, where X is the free-space wavelength.

The interested reader is referred to the discussion preceding (11) for

details. Similarly, the eigenvalue for a TE „(TM on ) mode in DLG is

equal to that for a TM
,
n (TE ,„_i) in unlined guide when the lining is

a quarter-wavelength thick.

It can be seen that the eigenvalues of the TM on modes change rapidly

with an initial increase in lining thickness for thin linings, while those

of the TE on mode do not. This is due to a strong electric field at the

wall for TMon modes and a vanishing electric field for the TE on modes.

The TMoi mode eigenvalue behaves in an interesting fashion for

very thin linings. It decreases rapidly to zero as the lining thickness in-

creases and then becomes imaginary. This indicates that the TM i

mode propagates as a slow wave or as a surface wave closely bound to

the lining region in DLG. The other circular symmetric modes ex-

hibit the same surface wave behavior for thicker linings, i.e., a quarter-

wave lining, half-wave lining, etc.

The hybrid mode eigenvalues exhibit the same sort of repetitive be-

havior as seen in Fig. 4. The eigenvalues repeat as the lining thickness
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increases by a half wavelength. The TMm eigenvalues change rapidly

as the lining thickness increases for thin linings and then undergo little

further change until the lining is a quarter-wave thick. The TEn
eigenvalue drops to zero and then becomes imaginary for very thin

linings, indicative of a surface-wave-type mode. The TEi„ mode eigen-

values (n > 1) change very little for thin linings but undergo rapid

2500

50 75

DIELECTRIC THICKNESS IN MICRONS

Fig. 5—Heat loss vs lining thickness for (a) the TE „ and TM„„ modes; induced

current method and (b) the TMon modes; induced current method.
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changes in the quarter-wavelength lining-thickness region. Figures 3

and 4 also furnish a good comparison of the exact solution (the curves

shown in Figs. 3 and 4) for the eigenvalues and the "wall impedance"
solution (theO's shown in the figures at selected points). The agreement
is quite good with observed errors of approximately 2 percent or smaller

for the cases shown.

In Figs. 5 and 6, the behavior of the total heat loss for some typical

normal modes of DLG versus lining thickness is shown. We see that
the TE on modes are low loss for o, X/2, X, • • • thick linings while the

TMob modes exhibit low loss for X/4, 3X/4, • thick linings. 5 The
normal-mode heat loss exhibits the same periodic behavior vs lining

thickness as the eigenvalues. The TE i loss increases slowly with lining

thickness for a thin lining; as the lining thickness approaches a quarter

wavelength, the TE i loss increases rapidly as the mode propagates

as a surface wave.

The TE 02 loss for a X/2 lining is less than in unlined guide but still

greater than that for the TE i mode in unlined guide, as it is equivalent

to the TEoi mode in a slightly smaller unlined guide.

FREQUENCY =

100 GHz

51-mm DIAMETER
GUIDE

<r= 5.8 x 107 u/m

e, ' 2.34,

TAN (S 83 x 10-6

1000 1500

LINING ""HICKNESS IN MICRONS
2000 2500

Fig. 6—Heat loss vs lining thickness for the TE ]n and TMi„ modes; induced
current method.
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The TMoi heat loss as shown in Fig. 5a increases rapidly for even

very thin linings as expected for a surface wave mode. The TM „,

n^l (Figs. 5a and 5b), heat loss initially increases with lining thick-

ness, and the initial slope of the loss curve agrees with the first-order

perturbation theory of Unger, 3 but the loss then levels off («25 nm
thick lining) and falls rapidly to a minimum for a quarter-wave lining

(650 urn). The behavior of the TEi„ and TMin heat loss is similar to

that of the TM on and TE on modes as shown in Fig. 6. The initial slope

of the loss curves for the TE X „ and TMi„ modes versus thickness agrees

with the perturbation theory predictions also, but from Figs. 5 and 6

it is obvious that the first-order perturbation theory is valid for pre-

dicting the normal-mode heat loss for only very thin linings (<20 urn).

It is also quite clear that many modes (i.e., TE i, TE 2, TEi2 , TMu,
TMW) as shown in Figs. 5 and 6 exhibit low heat loss (<5 dB/km for

a 200-Mm lining) in DLG.
Figure 7 is a comparison of the copper wall losses only for TE „ and

TM on modes as predicted by the induced current (the curves as shown)

and the "wall impedance" method (the O's shown in the figure at

FREQUENCY =

100 GHz

51-mm DIAMETER
GUIDE

(7= 5.8 x 107 u/m

e
r

2.34,

TAN 5 = 83 x 10
-6

CURVES- INDUCED
CURRENT METHOD

OWALL IMPEDANCE

1000 1500

LINING THICKNESS IN MICRONS

2000 2500

Fig. 7—Copper-loss comparison, wall impedance vs induced current method for

the TE „ and TM,„ modes.
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INDUCED CURRENT

WALL IMPEDANCE

FREQUENCY = 100 GHz

51-mm DIAMETER GUIDE

a = 5.8 x 107 u/m

€, = 2.34, TAN 5 = 83 x 10~

TM.,- DIELECTRIC
LOSSES x 10

100 150

DIELECTRIC THICKNESS IN MICRONS

200 250

Fig. 8—Copper-loss comparison, wall impedance vs induced current method for
the TE 12 and TM U modes.

selected points). The two methods are in excellent agreement over the

range of thickness shown. Even in the regions where the losses are

changing rapidly, the error is only on the order of 5 percent. The
dielectric losses (not shown) are much smaller than the copper losses,

but they also agreed to within 5 percent for the two methods.
Figure 8 is a comparison of the copper wall losses and dielectric

losses predicted by the induced-current and wall-impedance methods
for the TEn and TMn modes. The two methods differ by approxi-

mately 3 percent or less for the TMU mode, but the TEi 2 difference is

on the order of 10 to 20 percent for a 150 to 200-^m lining. The reason

for this difference lies in the determination of the boundary conditions

Z z and Z* in (7) . The approximate values of Z z and Z* were obtained

by use of a plane wave analysis as in Section III. This assumes a mode
may be represented in the region local to the walls of the guide by
a superposition of suitably polarized plane waves propagating in the
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e,= 2.34. 51-mm DIAMETER GUIDE, FREQUENCY = 100 GHz

iip*i

FIELD

\Mm
7

f

UNLINED GUIDE 300-/xm LINING 600-Mm LINING 890-,um LINING

POWER

Fig. 9—TEi 2 electric field lines and power density vs lining thickness.

plane denned by the normal vector to the waveguide wall and the wave-

guide axis. This assumption is valid only for the circularly symmetric

modes and leads to an error in the estimated boundary conditions (Z,

and Z*) for all other modes. The magnitude of the error is proportional

to lining thickness to first order and has a greater effect on the loss of

£ = 2.34, 51-mm DIAMETER GUIDE, FREQUENCY = 100 GHz

E !|

UNLINED GUIDE 100-/xm LINING 200-Mm LINING

SfTSs

600-Mm LINING

X

POWER

Fig. 10—TMii electric field lines and power density vs lining thickness.
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80 90 100

FREQUENCY IN GHz

Fig. 11—TMn A/3 vs frequency, wall-impedance model.

the TE pn modes (n ^ 1), as they have a much lower loss than the

TMpn modes for thin linings.

Figures 9 and 10 are plots of the electric field lines and power dis-

tribution over a quadrant of the guide cross section for the TE J2 and

TMn modes in the free-space region of the guide for various lining

thicknesses at 100 GHz.
It can be seen that the lining drastically alters the field lines and

energy distribution from those in copper waveguide. We also see that

the low-loss regions of Fig. 6 are consistent with the energy distribu-

tions shown in Figs. 9 and 10 (as they correspond to the cases in Figs.

9 and 10 where the energy at the free-space dielectric interface is quite

low). The TE12 energy density also changes much more slowly with

lining thickness than does that for the TMn mode as expected from

the eigenvalue plots of Fig. 4. Note that the TMn field lines and energy

density change little over a 100- to 600-/zm range of lining thickness.

There would be a marked change for a lining thicker than 600 /xm, as
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the TMh mode then assumes a surface wave behavior. The energy

density distribution dependence on lining thickness was found to be

similar for the circular symmetric TE „ and TM „ modes.

In the preceding discussion, we have considered the normal mode

characteristics in DLG for unrealistically thick linings. (In Fig. 5,

the TEoi heat loss is 21 dB/km at 100 GHz for the 600-/xm thick poly-

ethylene lining considered.) In the following paragraphs we will

present some data for more representative lining thickness over a

typical frequency band (40 to 110 GHz).

It is well known that a dielectric lining is required to break the de-

generacy between the TEoi and TMh modes in unlined guide. In Fig.

11, A/3tmu is plotted for several lining thicknesses versus frequency.

We see that for a lining thickness of greater than 150 /xm the increase

in A/3 is relatively small over the frequency range 70 to 110 GHz. We
also note that A/3 is approximately inversely proportional to frequency

for frequencies greater than 60 GHz for a 200-Atm lining.

80 90 100 110 120 130 140

FREQUENCY IN GHz

Fig. 12—TEoi copper loss vs frequency; wall-impedance model.
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Conversely, in Figs. 12 and 13 it can be seen that a lining of 200 nm
increases the TEoi copper loss by 0.12 dB/km at 110 GHz. The dielec-

tric loss is negligible ( — 0.01 dB/km) for a 200-/zm or thinner lining with

a tan 5 of 83 X 10~ 6
. On the other hand, the same liner with a tan 5 of

10~3 would have a significant (0.12 dB/km) dielectric loss at 110 GHz.
The preceding indicates a polyethylene liner with a thickness of 100 to

200 /xm, and a tan 5 < 10-4 is suitable for a transmission system using

51-mm diameter guide. A more precise determination of the optimal

lining thickness is beyond the scope of this paper, as it depends in a

complex fashion on the geometrical aberrations of the guide in situ.

Figures 14 through 16 are A/3 plots for several TE and TM modes

over the 40- to 110-GHz band in 51-mm guide for 0, 100, and 200 /ira

polyethylene linings. The TE on and TEpn (n > 1) mode A/3's are quite

close to the unlined guide A/3's for a 200-^m lining and are essentially

inversely proportional to frequency. The TM pn mode A/3's are strongly

dependent on lining thickness for linings of 100 /xm or less and essen-

tially little changed for linings greater than 200 pm. The TM pn mode

0.016 -
51-mm DIAMETER GUIDE

<t = 5.8 x 10 7 U/m

e r
= 2.34, TAN 8 = 83 x 10~6

0.014 -• COPPER WALLS
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Z
„ 0.010

OIELECTRIC

LO

p

p

200 fim y'

^^^ 1 75 fini^^^^

*"*^ ^^^"-""""^ 150^m
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125^m ~~
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I

100 *tm

"" __^__ "'

^50/im 75iim

ZZ_u , 1' l= 1
1 1

L.

80 90 100

FREQUENCY IN GHz

110 120 130 140

Fig. 13—TEoi dielectric losses vs frequency; wall-impedance model.
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51-mm DIAMETER GUIDE

e
r
= 2.34, TANS = 83 x 10"

200 jim

70 80

FREQUENCY IN GHz

110

Fig. 14—TEon and TMon A/3 vs frequency; wall-impedance model.

A/3's shown exhibit the l//-type frequency dependence for a 200-/im

lining for frequencies > 90 GHz. It should be noted that the TM 2 i

mode has a very low A/3 for a 200-Aim lining which necessitates the

avoidance of long mechanical wavelength elliptical distortions over the

guide cross section.

The TEpi A/3's are strongly dependent on lining thickness over the

entire 40- to 110-GHz band, and their behavior is quite different from

that of the other modes. This is due to the surface wave character of

these modes. As a consequence of this, the TE p i modes having eigen-

values > 3.83171 (the TEoi eigenvalue in unlined guide) may become

degenerate with the TE i mode at selected frequencies within the band

of interest as shown in Fig. 17. The TE3 i mode goes through a degener-
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6, = 2.34, TANS = 83 x 10"

FREQUENCY IN GHz

Fig. 15—TEi„ and TMi„ A/3 vs frequency; wall-impedance model.

acy at a frequency <40 GHz, while the TE21 and TEu modes are never

degenerate.

In Figs. 18 through 23, the heat loss of several normal modes is

plotted for a 0-, 100-, and 200-jtm polyethylene lining in 51-mm guide

over the 40- to 110-GHz band. The characteristics may be summarized

as:

(t) The TM P„ (except for the TMM mode) heat loss initially in-

creases with frequency, levels off, and then decreases by an

order of magnitude for a 200-jum lining from 40 to 110 GHz.

The presence of the lining substantially reduces the heat loss

at 110 GHz. The losses are as low as 3 dB/km at 110 GHz.

(m) The TE „ losses decrease with frequency, but not in the /~ !

fashion as in unlined guide. The presence of a lining leads to

a frequency-dependent increase in heat loss over the 40- to

100-GHz band; approximately 5 percent and 30 percent for
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-40
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= 2.34, TAN 8 = 83 x 10"

70 80

FREQUENCY IN GHz

110

Fig. 16—TE2n andTM 2n Aj3 vs frequency; wall-impedance method.

the TEoi mode at 40 and 110 GHz, respectively, for a 200-/zm

lining.

(in) The TE P i and TMM heat loss is quite high (> 100 dB/km) for

even thin linings, as these are surface-wave-type modes.

(iv) The TE P „ (n ?* 1) heat loss is low (<10 dB/km), and the

presence of the lining actually reduces the heat loss over much

of the 40- to 110-GHz range,

(y) The heat loss is substantially different from that predicted by

the simple perturbation3 theory for thin linings (for linings

> 10 /mi) except in the case of the TE on modes.

The normal mode characteristics, and in particular the low loss of the

TM pn modes, discussed in the previous paragraphs (Figs. 3 through

23) can be easily understood on recognizing that the lower-order modes
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Fig. 17—TE„i A0 V8 frequency; exact solution.

have a plane-wave-type field structure. The electric field of the plane

waves may be polarized perpendicular (TE „ modes) to or parallel

(TM on modes) to the plane of incidence as shown in Fig. 24. A TE pn

or TMpB mode (for p 5^ 0) is necessarily a superposition of both

polarizations.

In examining the interaction of these plane waves with the walls of

the guide, it is helpful to consider the transmission line equivalent

structures of Fig. 24. The transmission line parameters (characteristic

impedance Z c and propagation constant k r in the radial direction) are

dependent on the polarization. In the empty region of the waveguide

they are given by

:

Perpendicular Polarization

TE „ Modes

/Cf — tvn/Q/

ka
Zc = v

—
lc n

Parallel Polarization

TM on Modes

fcn

Z c
= 77

(10)

ka
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Fig. 18—TMon heat loss vs frequency; wall-impedance model.

80 100

FREQUENCY IN GHz

140

Fig. 19—TEon heat loss vs frequency; wall-impedance model.
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Fig. 20—TEn and TMi„ heat loss vs frequency; wall-impedance model.
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Fig. 21—TEn and TEn heat loss vs frequency; wall-impedance model.
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80 100

FREQUENCY IN GHz

Fig. 22—TE21 and TM^n heat loss vs frequency; wall-impedance model.

2 -
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e,= 2.34, TAN 8= 83 x 10
-6
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40 60 80 100

FREQUENCY IN GHz

140

Fig. 23—TE22 and TE23 heat loss vs frequency; wall-impedance model.
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WAVEGUIDE
STRUCTURE

E(TE

H (TM

AXIS OF
GUIDE

I

TRANSMISSION LINE
EQUIVALENT
TE„. MODES

k. = k„/a

Zc
= 7»

k
r
= kVe r -l'

z
c
= »i/S/i7=T

TRANSMISSION LINE
EQUIVALENT
TM__ MODES

k
r
= kn/a, Z

c
= t,^

iV^ T

Fig. 24—Equivalent transmission line structures for the TE „ and TM „ modes.

where r? is the impedance of free space, k n the eigenvalue for the mode
of interest, a the guide radius, and k the free-space propagation con-

stant. In the dielectric region we have for the near grazing incidence

(di ^ 90°) case :

Perpendicular Polarization

TE on Modes

kr = kyjer — 1

zc ^ vv^n:

Parallel Polarization

TM on Modes

k r = fcV«r — 1

Zc = 7}^t r — lAr
(ID

The single-layer case may be generalized to the multilayer case by

simply adding the equivalent transmission line sections. The copper

walls of the structure have a skin-effect surface impedance on the order

of 0.05 + j 0.05 to 0.1 + j 0.1 ohms at 40 and 110 GHz, respectively,
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for both polarizations. On transforming these impedances in the nor-

mal way through a 200-fiin polyethylene liner with equivalent trans-

mission line parameters as given by (11), we obtain the wall impedances

Zz and Z$ which are seen at the dielectric free-space interface. These

are on the order of 0.05 + j 50 to 0.1 + j 200 ohms. On the other hand,

the characteristic impedances as given in (10) for the lower-order

modes of most interest in the empty region of the guide are on the

order of 10 to 80 ohms for parallel polarization (TM „ modes), while

the perpendicular polarization (TE on) characteristic impedances are

on the order of 1000 to 10,000 ohms.

The reflection coefficients of the dielectric-clad copper wall for the

equivalent transmission line structures in Fig. 24 are a function of

Zz/Zc or Zj/Zc The propagation constant h n or attenuation constant

a for the mode of interest is related to the phase or amplitude of the

appropriate reflection coefficient, respectively. In unlined copper guide,

both of these ratios (Zz/Zc and Z^/Zc) are «1. For the TM on modes in

DLG, \Zt \
is on the order of or much greater than Zc , and thus these

modes are drastically changed from their copper guide equivalents.

This is shown by the large changes in A/3 for these modes and the drastic

reduction in the heat loss. On the other hand, \Z^\ is much less than

Zc for the TE on modes, and hence the Aft and heat loss of these modes

is little changed from that in copper guide. The TEP „ modes (n ^ 1,

p#0) have a TE on-like field structure in the region of the wall in

copper guide and thus are little affected by the lining. The TMP »

and TEpi modes have a TM „-like field structure in the wall region in

copper guide, and they are drastically altered by the presence of a lining

as we have observed.

IV. SYSTEM IMPLICATIONS

In the preceding sections, we have seen that the TMn and TE12

modes have very low heat losses (^3 dB/km) at 110 GHz. This low

heat loss leads to a reduction in route bend losses as can be seen in the

following. Unger 3 shows that the TEoi mode undergoes added losses in

a route bend due to two different effects. The first effect, called mode
conversion loss, arises from the fact that a portion of the TE i energy

is converted into other modes (predominantly TMn and TEi2 in

DLG) in the bend and is not reconverted back to the TEoi mode but

instead emerges from the bend as a spurious mode.

The second loss mechanism, defined as the added heat loss, is associ-

ated with the energy initially converted from the TEoi mode to the

TE12 or TMn mode and then reconverted back to the TEoi mode as
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the bend is traversed. Since this energy travels in the higher-loss TEj. 2

and TMn modes over a portion of the bend, it suffers additional at-

tenuation over and above the TE i heat loss in DLG. For a given mode,

the mode conversion loss and added heat loss in a route bend of radius

R and total bend length L, with a taper length I (the radius of curvature

is assumed to have a linear taper of to R from to I and R to for

L — I to L), is given by

L-\l C2

Lrb-ah (added heat loss) = Aa,
R 2

4

A/32
„

C 2
(12)

-^rb-mc (mode conversion loss) =

Here C is the normalized coupling coefficient4 due to curvature of the

guide axis, and the other parameters are as previously denned. In

Figs. 25 and 26, the total added TE i loss, due to the route bend, as

io-

| 10- 3

m 8

g 10-" -

io- s

40

^=== TOTAL,^-— '

-

ADDED HEAT

- /TE,2
ADDED HEAT

_ /TMjjM.C. y^

-
>^TE ]2 M.C.

51-mm DIAMETER GUIDE

200-/xm LINER

€
r
= 2.34

LOSS TANGENT = 83 x 10
-6

_ 5-90* BENDS/km

_ 61.0m (200 FEET) BEND RADIUS

-
TAPER LENGTH 10 m
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BENDS)

_

I I
I

60 80 100

FREQUENCY IN GHz

120 140

Fig. 25—Theoretical route bend losses.
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Fig. 26—Theoretical route bend losses.

well as the individual components comprising it is plotted for some

idealized routes comprised of five 90-degree bends with a constant

radius of curvature (61 m) and linear tapers of 1 or 10 m in length in

DLG over a length of 1 km.

From Fig. 26, it is obvious that the mode conversion losses are far

more significant then the added heat loss in route bends with a short

taper (or zero) length. On the other hand, for a reasonable taper length

(10 m), the mode conversion losses are significantly lower than the

added heat loss arising from coupling to the TMn and TEi 2 modes.

The linear taper is probably a reasonable approximation to that ex-

pected in practice as the radius of curvature will change in a smooth

fashion as the waveguide progresses from a straight run into a curve.

The added heat loss is substantially reduced by the presence of the

lining due to the great reduction in the TMn heat loss. For example,

at 110 GHz the TMn mode yields an added heat loss for the route

bends of Fig. 25 of approximately 0.005 dB/km. If the TMn mode
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heat loss had followed the perturbation3 theory prediction, the added

heat loss for the same route bend would be —0.250 dB/km.

v. CONCLUSION

We have discussed the basic propagation characteristics of the nor-

mal modes of dielectric-lined overmoded circular waveguide. Some of

the results obtained differ in surprising fashion from those predicted

by the perturbation theory of Unger. 3 The most significant result is

the low heat loss of the TM ln modes at the upper ,end of the 40- to

110-GHz band discussed. This effect greatly reduces the added heat

loss for the TE i mode in route bends over this part of the frequency

spectrum.

A simple physical explanation based on an equivalent transmission

line problem derived from an analogous plane-wave problem was ad-

vanced to support the results contained here. An experimental investi-

gation of the decreasing TMn heat loss6 vs frequency has been com-
pleted, and the data confirm the trends predicted herein.
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APPENDIX A

Exact Formulation

The waveguide structure under consideration is shown in Fig. 1

of the main text of this paper. The notation used conforms with that of

Unger. 4 Much of the following is similar to that contained in Unger3,4

but is repeated here for reasons of continuity and completeness.

The fields in the guide can be derived from two suitable scalar wave
functions composed of suitable products of trigonometric and Bessel

functions.

T n = N„Jp (x n r)smp<i>
< r < a (13)

T'n = NnJP (x„r) cos p<j>

x?, Z p „(x,tr)
T n = N n— J P (k„) sin p4>

Xtf Zpn (k n )

a <r <b (14)
x 2 Z (x e

r)

T'n = N„— Jp (fc„)
P

cos p<j>

Xf,2 Zpn(k!i)
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where
Zpn (x n r) = ff£»(X*r) - c#<»(X&r)

ZPn(X5,r)
= ff«'(x«nr) - c'H» J(X&r).

Zpn and Zpn are the derivatives of the above expressions with respect

to the entire argument. The constants c and c' will be defined later. The

T functions satisfy the wave equation

v? r = - — r— +— '

rl_dr \ dr / d0 \r d<£/_
= -X 2

!T (15)

where X
2

is given by X2
or Xe

n
2
for < r < a or a < r < b respectively,

and V 2
is the transverse Laplacian operator.

The fields in the guide may be derived from the scalar wave functions

as in Unger4

FdTn , dT'nl
Er =H V n \

+rf„
L dr rd<j>J

VdTn dT'nl
E*= ZVn

\

dn -—\
\_rd<t> dr J

VdT n hi dT'n

Hr = - L/J d n
-

lrdtf> fc
2
e dr

VdTn hi dT'nl
, %

L dr k2e rd(f>J

X
2

Hz = jueeo 22 V nd n — Tn
" *

(17)

x2

Ez = jOi/J.0 H /».€— T„
n k2

where mo and e are the permeability and permittivity of free-space,

respectively, e is the relative permittivity (1 for < r < a, er for

a < r < b) over the guide cross section, k = coVmoco€ is the intrinsic

plane-wave propagation constant in the various regions of the guide.

Here, e, k, and X have constant but different values over the guide

cross section as may the separation constant dn . A mode for the struc-

ture consists of one term in the series given in (16) and (17). For a given

modal field distribution, the individual V„ and 7n's in (16) and (17)

represent a single forward or backward traveling wave, and they are

related to each other by the modal impedance Z n

^ = Z„ = ^- (18)

In "CO
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Imposition of the appropriate boundary conditions at r = a, and r = b

leads to a determination of d„, c, c' , X„, and X* on solution of a trans-

cendental equation. From Unger4 we have

c = (19)HP»(pk n)

c' = -^Jf—L
(20)Hp»'(pk n)

where the ' associated with the Bessel function denotes differentiation

with respect to the entire argument. We also define p, k n , and k^

P = b/a (21)

k n = x n a (22)

k n = XU. (23)

We find d n is constant over the guide cross section and is given by

1 k\k n
2

[»,.(*.) - ¥, n (H)l (24)

where

d n pk2a2(er — 1)

J p (,kn)

Vpn =
fcnJ p \Kn)

Z'pn (k n)

Kn £ pn \fcn)

Z'pn(k<n)
t pn \"n) —

fCn £pn \fcn)

k„ and k* are related by

fc& = (w2
€omo — h2„)a 2

(26)
kn2 = (w 2

er6oMo - hl)a2
.

The individual modes may be determined by solution of the eigenvalue

equation

:

[»,»(*.) - y Pn(knn-ly p n(kn) ~ 6, !%»(*•.)] = VK*T ~ D '^^ (27)
ft/n tn

for quasi TE pn , TMpn modes, p^O. For circular electric waves

(p = 0), the eigenvalue equation is

Lyon(k n ) - ¥ on(k n)l = 0. (28)
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For circular magnetic waves (TM 0n) we have

[»„W - er Fon (fc«„)] = 0. (28a)

The constant N n is given by imposing an ortho-normalization cri-

terion on the transverse fields given in (16). This condition is

1

VnL
E n X Hm ds = 1 n = m

n 7± m.

On evaluation of this integral, we find that N n is exactly given by

it I / dl hi
NlkU%{k n) ((I +—

)(
1 ~^ + /c2n?/2pn + 22/pn

)

V Yf M\ ( hl\er ki-\

(KydtM, gUgfeO\r
1

p
2

i

Us/ fc
2 \ 2| n (fc

e
„) /[_ p

2
/c?«

2J
+ -

|
1 - — + kg ¥l„ + 2¥pn

k e
n
2

I Zl'n (pkn
+ np2^o

Vzupktf

for TEpn or TMP„ modes, p j± and by

1 - — + kn2 YU + 2Y
J.e2
ft/n

!>n j
= 1 (29)

irNlkUKkn)
d\ hi

+

(1 +kly\ n +2y on)

k ny r m Zl n{pk
e
n)

©D - (1 +fc e
„
2 y2

on + 2F n) = 1

••©'[< - (1 + /c
e
„
2 F 2

„ + 27..)]} = 1

Zln(k e
n)

tt.VUt. J; (/.•„) |(M / ?: |/5B + 2y„„)

^ on\Kn)

for circular electric (TE 0m) and magnetic (TM ») modes, respectively.

We shall use a subscript n when referring to TEpn or TMP „ modes and

a subsequent m for TE om modes.

Solution of the appropriate eigenvalue equation (27) or (28) leads

to a value for the propagation constant (hm or h n ) which is pure real

as we have assumed a lossless dielectric-lined guide in the above analy-
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sis. For an actual guide, h„ and hm have a small imaginary part which
we call the attenuation constant (a om or apn) for the mode in question.

The loss is due to currents flowing in the metal walls of the guide and
the lossy dielectric.

The heat loss or attenuation constant (a) due to currents flowing in

the metal walls of the structure is given by

where

Pl

IPl
\

2PT

A\ ^ = -
f f (Ht -H* +H+HI)

2 Jo Jo
= - ( i-i*R,dS = -

I f
2 J 2 J J

R, bd<f>dz,

i.e., power loss/unit length,

Pt = - (E t X H*ds = - ht X H t dS = Wnln,

i.e., the total average power flowing through the guide cross section

for a given mode, and R, is the surface resistance of the metal walls.

V n d n Z vn (pkn)H z(b) = j N n xlJ p(k„) n
•- - cos p<p

CO/io Zpn(k
e
n )

H,(b) = I n erN n

X e2
*n

Z'pn (pk'n)

£ pn\K> n

noting /„ = V„/K„ where K„ = A„/W . We find

n h„R,

hip Zpn Q>k<„)-]
,

d„ sin p<f>

C0
2
/XQ to «r& Zpn (k

e
n) J

apn
copper 2 OJ€

X

\N -
2
(
—

1

\kU
JUkn)b

~h~)

'
"

e

Z'pn(pk
e
„) dnhlp Zpn (pk

e
n )

2

Z pn (k%) rfnoeoerb Zpn (k
e
n)

Zpn (Pk
e
n)

2

+
( )

x "
4

OJ/iO / I
Zpn {kn)

We find for TE0m modes using a similar argument that

Uhm /kmV /\dUhm
, ,

/kmy /\dm \\
R,\Nm \>(— J§(UM-L-L

)We \kfn/ \ 0)Uq /

2

t
\z0m (Pky,

^m I

CO/iQ / I Zom(k) e
„

and for TM ,

n/i n i2.

aon

n R,
,

,
/^n\ 4

/0)€r to\

I^„|
2 (- /§(fc„)6(

CO \«n/ \ h n /

2
I

Z'pn (pA;
e
n )

2

X'

Zpn{kn)
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The dielectric heat loss may be found in a similar manner as we now

have

1 r 1 CaE-aE* 1 f
1

r
2n f „„*,,,

where a is the conductivity of the dielectric. Using field approximations

in the lining as given in Unger we have

Er = -V n A Ux<n S) + (-^-)1 cos [~(p - J **] ^P*

S = 7n A |f— J - (d„x&C)
|

sin \(p -
-J

fed cos p<t>

Et = jI n AS-^- sin (p ) fc* sin p0
coco L\ a/ J

where

A m N n l—j J P(k n )

1 1

S = ; C =
sin bk e

n cos 5fcn

By substituting for the fields and performing the integration the

power loss is obtained. Note that a = we r e X [lining loss tangent]

where e r is the relative dielectric constant of the lining.

For the TE pn or TMP„ modes

dielectric )

TT/i tk \
4—-[er(loss tangent)]

|

N n
|

2 (-^) J%(k n)

2 \fcn/

f(5 + 2)5fc
e
„
2 r / X e

„
2\ 1

x |——

K

i+
«)
+CW!

J

+ \[k*n sin 28k'n + £(1 - cos 25fc e
„)]

X l&U -^7) - C 2 |d n
|

2l + SC[Re(d„)]psin25fo

-.2

+— [8k<n(S> + C 2 |d„| 2
) + \ sin 2«A*(-S2 + C 2 |d n

|

2
)]

2&£

We find for TE om modes that

/kmV C 2 \dm \*

aomj . , .
= nAm[ef(loss tangent)]] Nm

|

2
(
— Jl(km)

dielectric \kU 4

X [(5 4- 2)8kU - fc«. sin 25*4 - 1(1 - cos 28k'm)l
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and for TM 0n modes

Cton
,

=
dielectric

,|

(k \*

X S 2
{(« + 2)a*| f 1 + ^7) + 0« sin 2«fc«»

+ |(1 - cos2«Asi)](l -—)}
APPENDIX B

Wall Impedance Formulation

The determination of the wall impedance (Z t and ZA) are discussed

in Section III of the text. Here, we will outline the derivation of the

eigenvalue equation and the subsequent determination of the propaga-

tion and attenuation constants. The boundary conditions at r = a are

z.-e./h.\
(3o)

Z t = — E Z/HA \ r=a .

As before, we can express the fields in the simplified wall impedance

structure of Fig. 2 as a superposition of two scalar functions.

T n = N n J v(X n r) sin ptf.

(o 1

)

T'n = N n J p
(x n r) cosp0.

Here p is an integer, and we must solve a suitable eigenvalue equation

to determine x n , as before

X„ a = k n (32)

and 7„ the longitudinal propagation constant is given by

XI m k2 _ 72_ (33)

The tangential fields at the wall (r = a) are given by

rdT n dT'nll
E+= Vn

\
dn

Lrd<t> dr J| rc

g—Jhn*

X 2

E, = jcOUoIn-^Tn
k2

e

r=a

r—jhn*

Ha — /„
dT n hldTn,,

+ d n
- a-*-

_ dr k2 rd#J| r=001..

(34)

x?,

H; = JUoVndn—T'n
\

«T*-.
k 2

r—a
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On applying the boundary conditions (30) we obtain the desired

eigenvalue equation

k n J p(k n) [j'
p(k n ) + j*-Z#j£ J P(kn)\

jo)€ aZ g
- " —

to r~ V ^
- -- J%(k n) + /',(*.) J'P(kn) + j<*e.Zt-£j 9(kn)

kl k 2 L k2 J

where Jp
(k„) is denned

/',(*») -— Jp(x)\ . (35)
(IX \x-kn

The solutions (fc„) of this equation were determined numerically on

a digital computer using a Newton-Raphson iterative scheme. The

wall impedances Zz and Z are complex for the most general type of

wall impedance waveguide as is the eigenvalue k n . On determination

of kn, we obtain the complex propagation constant 7„ from (33) .
The

attenuation constant a„ (propagation constant h n ) is then simply the

imaginary (real) part of 7 n .
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